Breast fibroadenomas in adolescents: current perspectives
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Abstract: Fibroadenomas are one of the most common benign tumors of the breast in the adolescent population. They account for 68% of all breast masses and 44%–94% of all biopsied breast lesions. Fibroadenomas can range from asymptomatic masses to painful and rapidly growing tumors that can cause significant esthetic distortions of the breast. Given the prevalence of fibroadenomas in the adolescent population and the psychosocial morbidity of finding a mass in the adolescent breast, it is imperative for physicians treating adolescent patients to be familiar and up to date with this disease process. The goal of this article is to provide a brief review of the classification, etiology, symptoms, initial work-up, and update on the management of breast fibroadenomas in the adolescent population.
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Introduction
Fibroadenomas are one of the most common benign tumors of the breast in women under 30 years of age. In the adolescent population, the overall incidence of fibroadenoma is 2.2%. They account for 68% of all breast masses and 44%–94% of biopsied breast lesions. Histologically, fibroadenoma is a benign biphasic tumor with epithelial and stromal components. Furthermore, a palpable mass in the adolescent breast incurs anxiety for both the patient and family. The goal of this article is to provide an update on the management of breast fibroadenomas in the adolescent population.

Classification
Subcategories of fibroadenomas include simple fibroadenoma, giant juvenile fibroadenoma, and multicentric fibroadenoma. Seventy to ninety percent of fibroadenomas are simple fibroadenomas, the most common type of fibroadenoma. Giant juvenile fibroadenomas are a rare variant of fibroadenoma. They are defined as any rapidly enlarging encapsulated fibroadenoma with a diameter greater than 5 cm, weighing over 500 g, or displacing at least four fifths of the breast. Giant fibroadenomas are associated with skin ulcerations and venous engorgement. The incidence of giant fibroadenomas is approximately 0.5%–2% of all fibroadenomas. Populations susceptible to giant fibroadenomas are women aged 10–18 years old and African-American women. Giant fibroadenoma is the most common cause of unilateral macromastia in adolescent women. Multicentric fibroadenomas are multiple fibroadenomas occurring in different quadrants of the breast. The incidence of multicentric fibroadenoma is approximately 10%–25% of all fibroadenomas. Although fibroadenomas are benign...
breast masses, women with fibroadenomas are at a 2.17 times increased risk for breast cancer. The incidence of malignancy arising from a fibroadenoma specimen is rare, and ranges from 0.002% to 0.125%.

Causes and symptoms of breast fibroadenomas in adolescents

More than 70% of fibroadenomas present as a single mass, and 10%–25% of fibroadenomas present as multiple masses. Typically, fibroadenomas present as a painless, smooth, mobile, rubbery mass with distinct borders usually ranging from 1 cm to 3 cm in size on the upper outer quadrant of the breast. It can also be small enough that it is only seen on microscopic examination or it can be larger than 10 cm and cause breast asymmetry and significant esthetic deformation of the breast. The size of the fibroadenoma can shrink or expand spontaneously, or it can be hormonally responsive and vary in size in conjunction with the menstrual cycle. Fibroadenomas can also vary in clinical presentation, ranging from being asymptomatic to causing debilitating pain.

The exact etiology of fibroadenoma is unknown. However, several studies show that estrogen influences the development of fibroadenomas. In a large population study of 265,402 women, risk factors for development of fibroadenoma include young age (<35 years old), self-breast examination, and prior history of benign breast disease. Exposure to an estrogen-progestrone oral contraceptive before menopause and increasing number of live births decreases the risk of fibroadenoma. There is also a correlation between body mass index and incidence of fibroadenoma. In a study of 1,717 patients, the incidence of fibroadenoma peaked in the body mass index group of 25–29.9 kg/m². Fibroadenomas can also be associated with syndromes such as Beckwith-Wiedemann syndrome, Maffucci syndrome, and Cowden syndrome.

The natural history of fibroadenoma varies from individual to individual. Some fibroadenomas may remain dormant without any change in size. Others may grow slowly in size. Overall, most fibroadenomas decrease in size as they lose cellularity, infarct with resultant calcification and hyalinization. In the adolescent population, 10%–40% of fibroadenomas spontaneously regress.

History and physical examination

Adolescents presenting with a breast mass should undergo a careful and thorough history and physical examination. The physician should be sensitive to the fact that any breast mass in this patient population will cause significant anxiety to the patient. Clear communication and reassurance is critical. A thorough gynecologic history should be obtained. History should include age of at onset of menstrual cycle, pregnancy history, when the breast mass was first noted, changes in the size and texture of the mass, association with the menstrual cycle, associated pain, breast skin changes, and nipple discharge. The physician should also enquire about a history of prior breast mass, radiation, or malignancy, and family history of breast or ovarian cancer.

Physical examination should include a detailed breast examination and palpation of the axillary lymph nodes. For palpable masses, the size and location of the mass should be documented and monitored. Any associated skin and nipple discharge are noted. All fibroadenomas should be observed over at least one complete menstrual cycle. Imaging options include mammography, ultrasound, and magnetic resonance imaging. However, in the adolescent population, ultrasound is the best option due to the density of the adolescent breast. Although benign, giant juvenile fibroadenomas have characteristics similar to those of malignancy, such as distortion of breast architecture, skin changes, nipple inversion, and superficial vein dilation, so histologic analysis of the tissue should be done for giant juvenile fibroadenomas to rule out malignancy. Differential diagnosis for a breast mass in the adolescent population should include inflammatory changes, lipomas, hamartomas, breast cysts, benign juvenile breast hypertrophy, and malignancy.

Management of fibroadenomas varies from observation to open surgical excision. The risk of malignancy in fibroadenomas is less than 0.3% and exceedingly rare in women before the age of 40 years. Any intervention even as small as a biopsy may cause iatrogenic injury to the developing breast bud and result in esthetic deformity of the breast. The risks of intervention should not be taken lightly, and it is critical to differentiate when to intervene versus when to observe.

Observation

Fibroadenomas that are asymptomatic, not rapidly enlarging, and do not cause cosmetic deformity may be managed conservatively with yearly breast examination and ultrasound if necessary. The physician should reassure the patient about the safety of observing the fibroadenoma and that 10%–40% of fibroadenomas regress spontaneously. However, if the patient does not feel comfortable with observation, and fear of malignancy is causing significant anxiety despite knowing that the risk of malignancy is less than 1%, asymptomatic fibroadenoma should be removed.

Intervention is warranted for fibroadenomas that are greater than 5 cm in diameter; increasing in size; causing
considerable pain, distortion of the breast parenchyma, and cosmetic deformity of the breast, where there are multiple and bilateral breast masses, and where there is a persistent mass without any regression, stromal hypercellularity on ultrasound, symptoms worrisome for malignancy, presence of a high risk genetic mutation or syndrome, or a histologically complex fibroadenoma. When the fibroadenoma is small, if removal is requested by the patient or family, it is advisable to observe for at least 3–4 months before intervention.

Minimally invasive techniques

Vacuum-assisted percutaneous biopsy

Vacuum-assisted percutaneous excisional biopsy can be used to remove fibroadenomas up to 3 cm in size. The procedure involves multiple percutaneous passes of a hollow bore needle under ultrasound or stereotactic guidance. The breast tissue is then subsequently aspirated via vacuum suction. Judging by radiographic guidance, the procedure is complete when the breast mass appears to be radiographically completely removed. Wang et al demonstrated a recurrence rate of 3.4% seen on ultrasound at 6 months post procedure. Tumors greater than 2 cm were associated with incomplete removal. The most common complication is hemorrhage and hematoma, occurring at a rate of 0%–13%. Vacuum-assisted percutaneous excisional biopsy does not provide surgical margins since the tumor is removed piecemeal through core biopsies. Despite the risk of recurrence, patients report high satisfaction with the procedure. In a survey of 134 patients, 94% of respondents reported that they would recommend this procedure to others and preferred the procedure to surgical excision.

Ablative procedures

Breast fibroadenomas can also be removed by ablative procedures such as cryotherapy. This is generally performed in the office under local anesthesia. Cryotherapy involves percutaneous placement of a probe along the long axis of the fibroadenoma under ultrasound guidance. The probe is then subsequently cooled by argon gas to −160°C. The low temperature disrupts cell membranes, causes thrombosis of capillaries and hypoxia, and eventual destruction of the target fibroadenoma. The body then gradually reabsorbs the ablated fibroadenoma tissue. In situ destruction of the fibroadenoma reduces the risk of distortion of breast tissue and poor cosmesis. Furthermore, cryotherapy therapy results in minimal change to breast tissue on subsequent mammography. Nurko et al evaluated 444 fibroadenomas post ablation with cryotherapy. At 1-year post procedure, 65% of fibroadenomas were no longer palpable and patient satisfaction was 88% at 1 year. Fibroadenomas less than 2 cm in size was associated with better outcomes in terms of resorption and nonpalpability. Kaufman et al evaluated 37 fibroadenomas treated with cryotherapy with an average follow-up of 2.6 years. A median volume reduction of 99% was observed by ultrasound. Overall, 16% of the fibroadenomas remained palpable by the patient. For fibroadenomas less than 2 cm in size, 6% remained palpable. In this study cohort, patient satisfaction was 97%. In a prospective, multicenter trial, cryoablation under ultrasound guidance, local anesthesia, and liquid nitrogen was evaluated. All fibroadenomas had a maximum diameter of 3 cm. Of the 60 fibroadenomas evaluated, 93% were non palpable and patient satisfaction with the cosmetic result was 97% at 1-year follow-up.

Similar to cryotherapy, fibroadenomas can also be removed with heat. Dowlatshahi et al reported placing a stereotactically guided laser needle within the fibroadenoma and use of a laser to generate heat, causing ablation of the tumor and a rim of normal breast tissue approximately 2.5–3.0 cm in size. At 6 years and 8 years of follow-up, both their patients showed resolution of symptoms. Another heat-based ablative technique is high intensity focused ultrasound. In a multicenter study of 42 women with 51 fibroadenomas treated by high intensity focused ultrasound with 12 months’ follow-up, the mean volume reduction of the fibroadenoma was 72.5%. Side effects of ablative procedures include superficial skin burns, hyperpigmentation over the treatment area, skin indurations, recurrence, incomplete removal, and inability to obtain clear surgical margins.

Surgical excision

Each year, approximately 500,000 fibroadenomas are treated by surgical excision. It is also the treatment of choice for giant fibroadenomas that cause significant breast tissue distortion. The goal of surgical excision is to completely enucleate the fibroadenoma with a rim of normal breast tissue and without causing iatrogenic deformity to the breast. Invariably, surgical excision of large or multiple fibroadenomas or giant fibroadenomas can cause deformity of the breast, which would ultimately require reconstruction. Preoperative counseling regarding potential reconstruction of the breast and scars on the breast must be undertaken with the patient and family. Furthermore, any iatrogenic damage to the breast bud may hinder breast development and eventually cause breast asymmetry. Fibroadenomas can be removed endoscopically without scars on the breast. Kitamura et al
first described endoscopic removal of benign breast masses in 2001 in their study of 36 patients. The technique uses three small incisions placed in the mid axillary line, and the fibroadenoma is dissected from the surrounding tissue and removed through an Endocatch bag.28

Open excision of fibroadenomas is still the most utilized technique for excision of fibroadenomas. It can be done under local or general anesthesia. If possible, direct scars on the breast should be avoided. Incisions should be placed in esthetically hidden areas such as the circumareolar region or the inframammary crease. The need for reconstruction post fibroadenoma excision depends on the size of the defect after enucleation of the mass.29 Small defects that do not distort the breast architecture do not require reconstruction. Patients with secondary asymmetry should be counseled for reconstruction. Reconstructive surgery is usually delayed until at least 1 year post excision or until the patient has reached skeletal maturity. There is a possibility that the developing breast parenchyma may expand to fill in the resulting defect and resolve any residual deformity.3 However, if the fibroadenoma distorts the breast parenchyma and the skin envelope significantly, skin retraction is unlikely post excision, and the resultant deformity of the breast may cause significant distress to the patient. Breast envelope reshaping techniques, such as mastopexy and reduction, should be employed at the time of initial excision of the fibroadenoma.

Various authors have reported using the techniques such as breast reduction, adjusting the excess breast skin envelope, breast implant insertion, and free nipple grafting in the management of the adolescent breast with good success.3,29 It is important to note that aggressive breast reshaping may increase the risk of a superiorly displaced nipple-areolar complex, so the nipple-areolar complex of the affected breast should be placed 1–1.5 cm inferior to the nipple-areolar complex of the unaffected side and the nipple to inframammary fold distance should be less than 4 cm.29

Our group has shown that early utilization of breast dermoglandular preserving reconstruction following giant fibroadenoma excision provides an excellent esthetic outcome in the adolescent population (Figure 1).

**Conclusion**

Fibroadenomas are one of the most common benign breast masses encountered in the adolescent population. Any breast mass can evoke anxiety in the patient. This is especially true in the adolescent population. It is critical to clearly communicate and reassure the patient throughout treatment of the natural history and benign nature of fibroadenomas, and weigh the risks versus benefits of intervention. For those masses that warrant treatment, small fibroadenomas less than 3 cm in diameter can be treated with minimally invasive methods. Larger fibroadenomas can be removed endoscopically or by open surgery. There is no recommendation to date on the timing of reconstruction in the adolescent breast post fibroadenoma excision.
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